How are globes made?
•Technology to print on curved surfaces is limited.
•Two methods: 1) Print gores, cut them, and paste onto sphere.
2) Print on a malleable surface and extrude.
What is the best projection for globe gores?
•There is no best.
•Two fundamental reasons there is no best: 1) Mathematical: you must choose compromises; 2) Mechanical: stress properties of the medium vary.
What mathematical compromises are there?
•Meridians should converge to the poles. But if they do, then the meridians can't all have the same length.
•Parallels should meet meridians at right angles so there are no kinks in the seams between gores. But if parallels curve to meet the meridians at right angles, then the distance between parallels cannot remain constant.
What mechanical problems are there?
•Flat media will buckle when adhering to a surface curved in more than one dimension when the curvature exceeds the medium's ability to distort. Wider gores require less production work but stress the medium more. Narrower gores stress the medium less but increase the number of seams, each of which is problematic.
•How thick or thin a gore segment must be at each point along the seam meridian in order to avoid overlap or gaps depends on how the specific medium spreads. It varies from medium to medium; hence what projection is best varies from medium to medium.
